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Product Information 

Underground metal plinth BKT 800/800 (W/D) RAL 7035  - stainless steel 

No. Card PI_110A4002._01.17 

Application 

Standards 

Construction 

 Positioning of the cabinet in the ground 

 RoHS—Restriction of the use of certain hazardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment 

 EN ISO 9001:2008—Quality management 

 EN ISO 14001:2004—Enviromental management 

 Is equipped with crossbars for fixing cable tubes. Using cable tubes simplifies the process of cable entry 

 Is delivered with 4 screws, for fixing plinth to the cabinet 

 Has markings on the left and right side (50mm from the its top) showing the proper depth of installing it in the ground 

 Is equipped with four levelling feet with smooth regulation. Smooth feet regulation allows proper plinth levelling 

Features 

 Welded structure with reinforcing crossbars fixed with screws 

 Material uses : 1,5mm  thick stainless steel, painted to RAL7035 
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Type Width (mm) Depth (mm) Height (mm) 

110A4002 800 800 about 600 

Performance/Variants 

Optional accessories 

 110A1503— BKT 19” outdoor cabinet 22U 800/800/1195 (W/D/H) IP55, RAL7035, (double wall, one-chamber, single  door) 

 110A1507— BKT 19" outdoor cabinet 30U 800/800/1555 (W/D/H) IP55 RAL7035 (aluminum, double wall, one-chamber, single door) 

 110A1509— BKT 19" outdoor cabinet 35U 800/800/1775 (W/D/H) IP55 RAL7035 (aluminum, double wall, two-chamber, double door) 

 110A1603— BKT 19" outdoor cabinet 22U 800/800/1195 (W/D/H) IP55 RAL7035 (aluminum, single wall, one-chamber, single door) 

 110A1607— BKT 19" outdoor cabinet 30U 800/800/1555 (W/D/H) IP55 RAL7035 (aluminum, single wall, one-chamber, single door) 

 110A1609— BKT 19" outdoor cabinet 35U 800/800/1775 (W/D/H) IP55 RAL7035 (aluminum, single wall, two-chamber, double door) 

Product Information 

Underground metal plinth BKT 800/800 (W/D) RAL 7035  - stainless steel 

No. Card PI_110A4002._01.17 


